
Which conductor is best?



Introductions/Research
 Researchers were saying “Over the last two decades, the need for power-dense 

and high-efficiency electrical systems has resulted in the emergence of advanced 
electrical conductors with unique sets of properties.” These scientists were looking for 
the right conductors for certain  occasions.  (Please see reference slide)

  A team of scientists discovered that diamonds can conduct electricity. This was 
discovered by a research team from Nanyang Technological University, Singapore and 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA. They used computer simulations involving 
quantum mechanics to see the effects of bending and stretching diamond 
nano-needles.(Please see reference slide)

 For a material to be a good conductor, the electricity passed through it must be 
able to move the electrons; the more free electrons in a metal, the greater its 
conductivity. (Please see reference slide) As stated by fenixlighting.com “ The first battery was 
created by Alessandro Volta in 1798.” (Please see reference slide)

 



Statement of the Problem
 In this experiment I will be testing conductors of electricity to see 

which conductor is better at getting electricity more efficiently from one 
point to another. This interested me because I have wondered if we 
are receiving all the electricity we put out or if we are losing some 
electricity before it gets to its destination. When I test my 
hypothesis I will be able to see what metal is conducting as much 
electricity as given.

Question/Problem
In this experiment I will be testing conductors of electricity to see which 

conductor is better at getting electricity more efficiently from one point to another.



Hypothesis/Prediction

I can hypothesize that copper would be the best conductor because based on 
some research from meadmeltals.com  I learned copper has a low level of resistivity, 
which allows it to conduct electricity better.

Variables
Independent- wire (conductor)

Dependent- amps



Materials

●  18 gauge Copper wire (x30 six inch pisces)                       
●  18 gauge Steel wire(x30 six inch pisces)
●  18 gauge aluminum wire(x30 six inch pisces)
● Ruler
● Wire cutter
● EverStart multimeter (measuring in amps)
● Log book
● 45 Duracell 9 volt batteries
● LED light



Procedures

1. Cut 10 6 inch pieces each of 18 gauge copper, aluminum, and steel  wire for a 
total of  30 pieces of wire

2. attach one six inch piece to the negative side  by wrapping it around the battery 
or just touching it  there 

3. add another six inch piece for the positive side as done before
4.  Then  attach the wires positive side to the breaks negative side, that being a 

small led light. 
5. From there  attach the positive side of the break to the negative side of the 

multimeter
6.  attached wire on the negative side of the battery to the positive side of the 

multimeter. 
7. Next I look at the numbers on the multimeter and record my data. 
8.  do this fifteen times for each metal wire



Results and Data
The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 15 trials, the cooper 
was the best conductor out of the three metals used.



Results: Data Table
amps

trial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 avg.

steel .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .01 .01 .02 .03 .02 .01 .02 .01 .01

cooper .06 .02 .07 .08 .03 .04 .03 .05 .06 .08 .07 .05 .03 .04 .07 .05

aluminum .02 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .03 .03 .02 .01



Results: Data Graph





Conclusion
The results of this experiment showed that my hypothesis was supported. My 

experiment was successful because I correctly followed the steps of the scientific method.

I also properly notated data and was careful to get my measurements right. The results of 

my experiment showed that copper was the best conductor of electricity out of the three I 

tested. I was able to prove my hypothesis correct, that copper was the best conductor. If I 

was to do this experiment again I would charge two things, I would have more trials for a 

bigger sample size and I would use different metals.
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